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Service To Canadian Threshermen

THE Rumely lines of threshing outfits are so favorably known to Canadian threshermen and 
farmers that they need no introduction. Rumely, Advance, and Gear-Scott machines have 
without question proved themselves to be dependable money makers.

The point now is that we are in a better position than ever to take care of rush and late 
orders from any of our three branches. Our stock of separators, tractors and engines is complete 
and of the right sizes to meet practically any demand.

Service means most to you these days, and we are in a position to give the best and most 
prompt—night or day.

Separators You Can Depend Upon
No matter which of our separators is your choice, you will get a machine with big capacity for its size—and 

better, one that can be absolutely depended upon. Heavy smooth-running cylinders on all our machines completely 
thresh the grain from the heads. Ample grate surface makes fast and thorough separation sure.

We have separators from IS in. to 40 in. cylinders, and we can equip any separator just the way you want it.

For The Other End Of The Belt
No better or more reliable power ran be had for running your separator than a Rumely Oil Pull or GasPull 

tractor. And we have a size to handle any size separator of our make, or any other.
In the way of steam engines we ran meet any demand. All are economical in the use of fuel and water and 

can be equipped to burn coal, wood, or straw.

THE OILPULL
The Rumely Oil Pull burns kerosene and other 

cheap fuels at all loads and at any kind of work— 
tractive or belt.

It is throttle-governed—regulating as close as the 
best steam engine. The Oil Pull furnishes smooth, 
steady power regardless of the load it is pulling.

The Oil Pull is oil cooled—no trouble of supply
ing cooling water—no danger of damage from 
freezing.

Three sizes—15-30, 25-45, 30-60 horse power.

Rumely OilPull Tractor
Rumely GasPull Tractor

Rumely Ideal Separator

THE GASPULL
The Rumely GasPull is a gasoline tractor—an all 

around machine to meet the various power needs 
of the average farm—tractive or belt.

The GasPull is light and handy. It weighs only 
11,000 pounds and will turn on a fifteen foot circle.

It has a low platform and convenient arrangement 
of levers. It steers like an automobile and is 
equipped with a safety cranking device.

One size—15-30 horse power.

Prompt shipment of machines and repairs from any of our branches is assured, 
every machine in the field.

Advance Separator 

And Rumely Service backs

Power Farming Machinery
REGINA, SASK. WINNIPEG, MAN. SASKATOON, SASK.
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